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SEAN REYNOLDS
Principal R&D Engineer

Education:
M.S. in Computer Engineering: Washington University
B.S. in Computer Science: Concordia University
Minor: Physics, Mathematics: Concordia University
GPA: 3.75

Worked in:
London (2004), Kolkata(2005), Saint Louis(2006)

Professional History:
16–18 Principal Software Engineer, Mobisante (StL)
11–16 R&D Engineer, Hunter Engineering (StL)
06–11 Senior Software Engineer, Byrne Software (StL)
04–06 Director of Software Engineering, BBA (UK, India)

Target Field: Artificial Intelligence, Computer Vision
Target Location: Saint Louis, MO
Target Position: Leading a team of engineers, as a very
solid individual contributor.

Work Experience: 15 Years
Leadership Experience: 10 Years

Personal Qualifications
I will bring to your company a talent for innovative Software Engineering and experience from high-level object-oriented software
to low-level embedded programs in any language. I am uniquely qualified with an understanding of the interplay of Electrical
Engineering, Physics and Software within complex designs, bridging Hardware and Software to create tightly integrated solutions.
It is important to me to be engaging well with people of all levels skill sets, learning from those ahead and helping those behind.

Biographical Information
I am passionate about engineering and am a naturally analytical person which is advantageous. As a young child I was constantly
taking things apart to see how they worked and fixing electronics that had broken, something that to this day I still do.
In 2004 I moved to London because I crave diverse perspectives and love to travel. After proving myself as a talented engineer at
BBA-reman; the CEO placed me in charge of software for the company. I became the Director of Software Engineering and went to
India to hire and lead software engineers on my products. I was responsible for developing test equipment for reducing warranty
work, redesigning the manufacturing process around a software job board I wrote and creating new products for the company.
At Hunter Engineering we created a new kind of sensor which used lasers and cameras to scan the interior of the wheel and
transmit the point clouds back to the PC. Once on the computer, I created algorithms for deciphering the pattern of dots even
when there was missing or extra information in the image. Probabilistic learning algorithms were used to merge artificial
intelligence and computer vision into a product for the company. I was a part of the product from initial conception through
purchasing components through manufacturing and calibrations. When the company shipped the product it was a huge success.
At Mobisante, I formed a team of extremely talented engineers from diverse backgrounds. We created a culture of disciplined
openness. We were an agile team and within one year of formation we were able to create an ultrasound system and get CE
clearance. I created an industrial design to house components close to the tablet shielded from the outside. We worked hard and
we also enjoyed life having wine on Fridays during a weekly debrief. It was a fantastic startup with serious engineers.
I enjoy creating products and would like to work for a group which is on the leading edge of research and development where I can
contribute my determined resourcefulness to products, and achieve groundbreaking results. I excel at rapid prototyping by
combining various technologies in innovative and creative fashions. We can help focus development to align with the companies
vision by applying new technologies to improve products and team productivity together.
Thank you for your consideration.

(+1) 636.233.7366

seanreynoldscs@gmail.com

SEAN REYNOLDS
Principal R&D Engineer

Mobisante
Principal Software Engineer, Medical Hardware

2016-2018

Formed the agile team and helped create the culture and agile process to unify our skills
• Hired a team of engineers from diverse backgrounds such as the Test team, QA, Business Analyst and Software Engineers.
• Worked with Product Managers to envision the best path forward for our product. Translated visions into a distilled direction
that would be consistent and clear.
• Lead status meetings to bring our team together and up to speed on everyone’s work.
Designed architecture for portable ultrasound system
• Created Interfaces for hardware API’s and integrated systems from many different hardware venders.
• Created architecture for cloud archiving and retrieval of ultrasound data. The data was collected in a way that would lend
itself to being useful to LSTM Neural Networks.
Rapid prototyping of software and hardware for bringing a product to market
• Worked with HoloLens to develop proof of concepts for the future of medicine
• Created industrial designs in CAD, 3D printed designs and built proof of concepts to show investors

Hunter Engineering
Senior R&D Engineer, Computer Vision - New Product Development

2012-2016

Creation of system for measuring wheel dimensions and detecting features such as installed weights
• Primarily focused on the algorithms for using the laser blobs and determining rim profiles from the images that the camera
system captured. This was used to replace the manual dataset arms.
• To decipher data from images I used probabilistic learning algorithms to merge artificial intelligence and computer vision
into a product for the company.
• The improvements our team made were a huge success, and they helped increase sales of the Balancer product significantly.
Contribute design ideas toward patents and future products for the company
• Helped evaluate new stereo vision based technologies
• Created a system of measuring runout and detecting other features, which we've patented, using rim profiles and an
average profile to determine features on the wheel.
• Helped our lawyers evaluate patents for determining what we could create. I also discussed new ideas with lawyers to
determine if the ideas would be new and novel ideas.
New product development from Design and Research to Development, Beta Testing and Production
• 3D Design of STL files both programmatically and by CAD for use with our 3D printer
• Worked with the Electrical Engineering team to maximize space and efficiency on our PCB.
• Created a calibration procedure for manufacturing of the camera based laser measurement system to determine the exact
relationship between laser and camera of each configuration.

Cognitive Spring
Founder & R&D Engineer, Robotics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2011-2018

Working with TensorFlow to create complex humanoid motor control theory
Designing and Creation of cSpring Humanoid Robot Development Product
Embedded C++ software engineering
Integration of IMU data and point cloud data from OpenNI cameras
Creating PCB to route signals and handle power management for mobile robotics
3D point cloud analysis for mapping environments
Motor control with embedded C++ and Atmel processors
Development of complex ankle and hip joints for Mechanical Design, CAD and 3D Printing

Byrne Software Technologies Inc.
Senior Software Engineer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2006-2011

Computer vision processing using OpenCV integrated with IOS through C++
Embedded handheld computer development for integrated systems
High-Level Object-Oriented Design and Implementation
Systems integration using various off the shelf modules for rapid development
High volume multi-threaded application development
Creation of polymorphic drop in plug and play DLL’s
Meeting with clientele to discuss new project proposals
Continually demanded by clients to return and help with additional projects

BBA-reman
Director & Lead of Software Engineering
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2004-2006

Formed a team of Software Engineers to take over and manage existing solutions.
Embedded applications for use on 8051 microprocessors
Research, Designed and Made ABS test equipment.
CANbus network integration and packet creation
Data acquisition and communication with automotive ECU's
Expanding product lines through systems integration with research & development
Responsible for the streamlining of the manufacturing process through a digital job board I created
Traveled to India to live for 6 months while I hired and trained engineers
Increased sales over $100,000 per month within 6 months through the new website
Reduced warranty re-work by 75% by engineering effective test equipment
Worked with CEO to expand business to cutting edge product development

Relevant Projects:

Relevant Technologies:

TensorFlow Motor Cortex for cSpring Biped Robot
Wash UAV autonomous helicopter
STRIPES planning algorithms
Nonlinear Voronoi diagram with Google maps
Simultaneous localization and mapping
3D point cloud for optic flow in SLAM algorithms
Neural Network Back Propagation in TensorFlow
Support Vector Machines for Machine Learning

C#, C++, SQL, Javascript, three.js, Swift, Objective C,
Assembly, Java, Python, Visual Studio, Eclipse, TFS,
GIT, AWS, IIS, OpenCV, OpenNI, TensorFlow
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